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General House
Festive day of the Epiphany with the Sisters
In a habit of brotherly
meetings, January 6th of
this year, members of the
eusdist community of the
general house and Aude
Bauguin, as asssociate,
were invited to celebrate
the Epiphany with the
members of the General
House of Notre-Dame of
Charity of the Good Shepherd.
P. Jean-Michel Amouriaux presided the eucharistic celebration surrounded with the PP.

DOMUS AUREA.

@ Photo AB

“WE HAVE ONLY

Guillermo Acero, Vicargeneral, Hyacinthe Allagbe, General Secretary,
Amado, resident of the
College saint John Eudes.
It was an international
mass into French, English,
Spanish and Arabic.
During his homily, in
three languages, Father
Amouriaux
highlighted
that "every person who is
born in this world is in the
look of the Christ, is in its
Heart and can meet" him.

Then about fifty participants found herself around
a festive meal. At the end
of meal Beffana (Italian
tradition) came to join the
room to honor diverse
members of the assembly
by distributing some
sweetnesses.
——————————-= > Download the homily of
father Général.

Back t the 1st page

Back to Saint John Eudes College
Since last January 10th,
the hosts of the saint John
Eudes College returned
home. During hollidays,
some people return to
their country. Others took
advantage of these holidays to visit Italy. The PP.
Amado and Hyqacinthe,
stayed in Rome. They shared us, in video, the arrival of Jesus in the day-

nursery installed in the
entrance of the house (see
the video).
On Saturday, January
13th, to build the team of
the College, p. Guillermo
Acero proposed a visit of
the Golden House of
Néron (Domus Aurea) just
a step from the General

House.
The visit about 2 hour allowed to understand well
the gigantic of this Roman
villa and the pictorial
tracks which remain were
appreciated.a lot.

Back t the 1st page

wishes of our General Father

ONE THING TO
BE AFRAID OF,
WHICH IS TO BE
TOO MUCH
AFRAID AND NOT
TO TRUST
ENOUGH "
ST JOHN EUDES,
LETTER 36, OC
10, P.429
Back t the 1st page
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International
What are the Top priorities of General Father in Philippines ?
Father, you will be heading
for the Philippines in just a
few days. Which cities will
you be visiting and who are
you planning to meet?
I am indeed very happy to return to the Philippines and meet
the Eudists and the candidates. I
have very pleasant memories of
contacts during my first visit
and, since then, new relationships have been made. I will
begin the trip in Manila where
I’ll stay in the Formation House,
but I certainly plan to go to the
Center for Spirituality where the
Eudists are working as well as in
the parishes where they are
also at work. I hope to get out of
Manila and meet with the Sisters
of the Good Shepherd. Usually,
my agenda is fixed by the fellow
members so I let myself be driven around!
You have already paid a
visit to this region at the
beginning of your mandate
as General; why are you
going back so soon?
Correct, I went to the Philippines
last April in the context of a
Canonical visit former to the
nomination of a new Provincial
Superior. I had then promised to
come back and stay longer to
meet the fellow members, the
Sisters of the Good Shepherd
and the Little Sisters of the Poor.
I shall also take part in what is
called the « Special time of Eudist formation » by conveying
my perceptions of the spirituality of Saint John Eudes, especially
from the viewpoint of the Christology cherished by our Founder. The visit also responds to a
request from the Assembly that
the General Council take a better
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part in the future of this Foundation. In our professional jargon,
a « Project of Congregation »
implies that the General Council
must commit itself directly to
discern, together with the ones
who partake in it, the paths for
the future, the needs required
for formation, the economical
implications… This Project of
Congregation was entrusted to
the care of the North American
Province. It has invested quite a
lot in the last twelve years,
along with the other Provinces,
both from the viewpoints of
financing as well as personnel.
For the moment, one of our companions from the United States,
and another from Benin, are
working there. More financial
commitments are being made by
the Province as well as by the
general administration and the
local community. I’ll be working
on planning the future of the
project together with those who
are directly involved, with the
Superior and the Council of the
Province. We are now at the
crossroads in this Foundation
because of the increasing number of Eudists in the Philippines
that require that decisions be
made for the setting up of missions within the framework of
our charisma, for raising financial support to slowly insure its
autonomy, for the development
of a Eudist way of life keeping
with the cultural reality of the
Philippines.
The case for the Doctorate
is well under way. An Internet site has been inaugurated. How is the Eudist spirituality being spread in the
Philippines? Are there yet
any Associates in the coun-

try?
I am very happy to give notice
of the book written by Bishop
Luc Crepy and Sister MarieFrançoise Le Brizaut and say
that it has been translated into
English, then published in the
Philippines with the foreword by
Cardinal Tagle, Archbishop of
Manila. This is very promising
because it demonstrates the
possibilities we have of producing works in English. It’s a real
challenge to publish Eudist materials in English but we have
managed it with the help of the
Sisters of Our Lady of Charity of
the Good Shepherd whose main
language now is English. The
Eudists in California belonging to
the same Province could be of
great help in working closely
with them in this field.
As for the Associates, there are
none in the Philippines for the
moment, although I had brought
up the idea, last year, of gathering a few people for this purpose. Needless to say, it’s only a
matter of time for we must remember that this Foundation is
only twelve years old!
The Sisters of Our Lady of
Charity of the Good
Shepherd have been working considerably for the
establishment of a Eudist
community in the Philippines. Have you planned meeting with them?
Of course! There are frequent
contacts between our institutes
founded by Saint John Eudes. A
full day meeting has been planned with the Sisters. Moreover,
Sister Marie-Françoise Le Brizaut
will accompany me for much a
part of my stay and will interve-
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ne in the discussions with the
candidates participating in the
«Special time of Eudist spirituality». Wherever I go, as well as
here and now, I keep promoting
the necessity of reinforcing relationships between our institutes.
I’m quite convinced that we have
much to learn from the Sisters
about implementing the Eudist
spirituality in our lives, in our
different cultures. This is also
relevant to the Associates as
they apply this spirituality to
their own ways of life.
What is your top priority for
this Foundation in the Philippines?
What I prize the most is the passing on of our Eudist DNA! It has
been done since the beginning
but we must continue, specially in
the training work with our own
candidates. When Saint John Eudes asks us to give priority to the
service of priests, to their formation and their close support, this
is an appeal to a huge responsibility to which we can only reply
with the highest standards of
formation. And this includes the
quality of the formation we give
to our own trainers! This is one of
the fundamental matters I wish
to discuss with our companions in
the Philippines.

Back t the 1st page

#Synode 2018 : Young !
Young people, faith and discernment of the vocations
The XVth Ordinary general meeting of the synod
of bishops, on the theme
"Young people, faith and
vocational discernment",
will take place in Vatican
from the 3rd till 28th October 2018.

Image de la prière
du Synode

It leaves to us, Eudists
some time , to question us
about the place of the

young people in our missions, the pastoral of the
young people and the vocations in our Congregation. This time can be also
lived as a time of gratitude, in particular through
the diverse portrait that we
will discover in the testimonies published in the
CJM New of the year.
Gaelle, Andres, Jovania,

Alexis, Marie, Ricardo
and many others. All
young people are at some
point of their life "met"
one or several Eudistes.
This meeting upset something in their life, in their
faith and boosted them in
their Christian life.
AB
Back t the 1st page

Gaëlle : « I had the impression to have joined a family,
a district where God lives. »
My name is Gaëlle, I am 25
years old.

@ Photo Gaelle
Pasquier

The eudiste congregation
accompanied me with the 6th
in the final year of high
school having made my
middle school(college) and
my high school to St Jean
Hulst
in
Versailles.
But I would say that I really
met the congregation of Jesus and Marie last year, during my project " Rooms
(Parts,Plays) of Peace ": a
world tour on the meeting of
the Christians committed
(hired) for the peace. Left on
five continents, during 9
months, with the aim of understanding(including) how
we could be " peace craftsmen(architects) " today, I
arrived in Mars at Bogotá in
the district of the Minuto de

Dios. I was lucky enough
(had the opportunity) to pass
there one month. Thanks to
Aude, which was my guide, I
was able to live at the rate of
the district, to celebrate Easter, to exchange with young
people: seminarists to Valmaria or along the way to
become associated; and finally to discover the fundacion Eudes with accommodated her(it) Veronica and
Tonnel.

the individual desires to follow the evangelic message.
More than a galaxy of structures, I had the impression to
have joined a family, a district where God lives.
I would want to keep(guard)
for my life this St's call
(appeal) jeans Eudes to pursue the life of the Christ by
our own life, to imitate the
Love.
Gaelle Pasquier

By
this
experience
(experiment) I better understood what than meant " making Church "; work together
in a mission which exceeds
(overtakes) us with as ultimate rule(ruler) the charity. I
was fascinated by this organization in the organization,
by the synergies created by

—————--———

Pieces of Peace

Page Facebook of

Gaelle
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Share and spread our spirituality
Formation of 5 years of the Congregation : Form Jesus
The course of January was
sent to Provincial secretaries, in charge of spread it
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in Provinces. Team of
communication relieves it
on web sites and social
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networks.
Download French | Spanish

Soon the liturgical Solemnity of Marie's Heart

@ Photo CJM-Rome
Virgin of the Missions having belonged to saint John
Eudes. A reproduction was offered to
the Pope François in
December, 2016.

This year, we will celebrate 370 years of the Solemnity of Marie's heart, the
liturgical worship which
was established by saint
John Eudes in 1648.
Let us be attentive to the
tools that is going to propose us thee udist Unity
of Spirituality to honor
this day as it suits.
On February 8th, 1648,
day of the institution of
the liturgy of Marie's
heart. John Eudes has

behind him an intense activity of priest and missionary.
Sketches "trot" in his
head, maybe already since
1641; since 1643 in any
case, since the small Congregation exists, circulates
a Prayer in honor of the
Heart of Our Lady. Thus it
is in 1648, at the end of
the big mission given to
Autun, that Fr. Eudes is
going to concentrate all
the discoveries already

gathered in in a big treasure, Marie's heart on which
he decides to make print
the Prayer and the Mass of
Heart of Mary: liturgical,
public worship. It was the
first one in the Church,
John Eudes felt about it
"at the same time vague
and trusting" (Paul MILCENT).
AB

Back t the 1st page

“BE AS LIONS IN
PULPIT”
SAID
SAINT
JOHN EUDES

Homilies of Eudistes
EPIPHANY

2d SUNDAY of Ordinary time B

Aymeric Djengue, seminarian of
French Province in special time in Philippines.



Saturnin Lawson, cjm



Ron BAGLEY, cjm



Pierre DROUIN, cjm

Back t the 1st page

From Provinces
Province of France
Update of the web site of the Province
Father Bernard Heraut
informs us about an update of the web site of the
Province. In particular the

homepage will count now
a section called “Former
Jésus” to include all the
monthly courses of the the

quinquennial route (see
our section Spirituality).
AB
=> http://www.eudistes.fr

Fr. Laurent Tournier in the center of Theological Studies of
Caen
To know
more (into
french)
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Work for a diocesan association requires to know
what is the Roman Catholic
Church (not an association
or a workplace as the
others). Understand what
the texts of the Magistery

or the canon law say
about the Parish, the diocese etc. is essential to be
well situated in its mission.
P. Tournier, eudiste, thus
will liven up a custommade session for the mem-
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bers of the diocesan staff
stores and the chancelleries, laic in ecclesial mission, members of the economic, accounting advice
in parish.
Back t the 1st page

Province of Colombia
Priestly ordinations

@ Photo JMA

December 9th of this year,
in the beautiful chapel of
the eudist seminary of
Valmaria, Mauricio Martinez and Nestor Sanchez
became eudists priests
from hands of Fr. Luis
Manuel Ali Herrera, auxiliary bishop of Bogota, for
the Province of Colom-

bia.
Fr. Jean-Michel Amouriaux who was present in
the Province for the General Council was able to be
present for the mass, in
the big enjoyment both
ordinands, in particular of
Mauricio who had lived
his Special time of forma-

tion in France a few years
ago.
 Video of the ordination
 Video of 1st mass of
Mauricio

Back t the 1st page

Province of North America and Philippines
Publication from fr. Clément Legaré
" An expert in pastoral
communication:
saint
John Eudes ( 16011680 )" such is the title of
Clément Légaré's recent
publication. John Eudes,
expert in pastoral, here is
a " arrangement who indicates the orientation of its
apostolic life, justify the
choice, the variety and the
boldness of his initiatives,
unified by their coherence.

" It is also the answer to
the question that arises by
establishing itself on the
review of John Eudes's
main apostolic activities: "
what is the internal competence, powerfully , on
which depends the production of its performances? Clément Légaré supplies an analysis of the
subject by leaving because
John Eudes was endowed

with the natural charisma
of a persuasive eloquence
strengthened by 3 supernatural charismas granted
by the holy Spirit: burning
love to Jesus, immense
mercy and tireless zeal. It
worth to read it !

Back t the 1st page

An eudist application for French-speaking

AVE COR became the
name of an eudist application ! Jean-Pierre Deshaies, associate of the
Province of North America finalized an application
which permits to pray in
January 2018

the everyday life with
saint John Eudes. The application is designed for
Pc and Mac. She is downloadable from the web site
of
the
Province
(eudistes.org) or directly
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since the app on mobiles
and tablets.
Download
Back t the 1st page

TSI aux Philippines : Séminaristes chanteurs
During December the Eudist seminarians in the
Philippines sang Christmas carols in the homes of
many
friends
and
neighbors. This activity
not only shares Christmas
joy but also generates

much needed financial
donations. The first picture is with the Good
Shepherd Sisters at Maryridge Retreat House. The
second picture shows the
seminarians singing for
the Contemplatives of the

Good Shepherd.
P.Ron Bagley, cjm

Back t the 1st page

Province of Venezuela
The General Superior chose to live Christmas with our
brothers of Venezuela
Fr Jean-Michel Amouriqux chose to spend his
first Christmas as General
of the congregation in Venezuela. " We know that
the situation is there difficult, very uncertain, it is a
way of showing the communion of all the Congre-

gation with our brothers
who fight every day to
maintain everything " he
confided before the departure. Of return of this experience Fr. Spoke about
the great welcome that he
received: " to spend
Christmas over there was

my most beautiful present." During this visit, Fr.
Jean-Michel also had the
happyness to celebrate the
commitment as associate
of fr. Cardinal Cardozo.
=> Photos

Back t the 1st page

Provincia of Minuto de Dios
4th édition of the life of Fr. Rafael Garcia Herreros by
fr. Diego Jaramillo.
In Colombia, the figure of
Father Rafael Garcia Herreros is major, as that of
the author of this fourth
edition of the biography of
this priest in the course of
trial of beatification, Fr.
Diego
Jaramillo.
This seen again and revised and increased new
edition allows us to see
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new photos of Father Rafael Garcia Herreros, organized
by
themes.
Among these themes, the
not violence and the peace.
The reading of the work
introduces us into a familiarity with the founder of
the Minuto of Dios. It is
not surprising because Fr.
Rafael Garcia Herreros
page 7

said himself: " Father
Jaramillo will tell you
all that you want, he
knows more about me
that myself … "

Back t the 1st page

Spiritual family
Maria Droste project: integrate contemplation and action

http://rgs.gssweb.org

In spite of the suspension
of the process of canonization of Maria Droste
(1863-1899), our sisters
are always very motivated
to work on the theme "The
integration of contemplation and action in the life
of Maria Droste zu Vischering". This theme was

in the center of its religious life.
A publication of testimonies makes very concrete
the way by witch the sisters design this integration of contemplation at
the heart of their life. The
collection is on-line on the
web site of the Sisters of

Our Lady of Charity andthe Good Shepherd.
=> Read
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Happy birthday !
In December, four Eudists
priests joined in the celebration of the 99th birthday of Sr. Fides Atienza
(a Good Shepherd Sister)

in Tagaytay. With her are
Fr Dennis Jones (DJ) Garcia, CJM; Fr Ron Bagley,
CJM; Fr Serg Kabamalan,
CJM & Fr Mike Dupo,

CJM.
P.Ron Bagley
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To note and share to others
STOPPING PLACE IN COUPLES- " TO LIVE ON WEDDING JOLLY … "
Amoris Laetitia is a decisive apostolic exhortation to enlighten the mystery of
the couple and the family today. Team members END or couples wishing to live
an annual retreat, these two days would want to help you to enlighten your
conjugal reliable way in the light of this reference.
Fr BENOÎT SÉVENIER, EUDISTE
WEEK-END DU SAMEDI 27 JANVIER À 10H00 AU DIMANCHE 28 JANVIER 2018 À
16H
Back t the 1st page

CJM-ROME | COMMUNICATION
Redacting coordination, edition

Redactor, webmaster, Link with UEE

Translators of this edition :

Aude BAUGUIN
Tel.: +33 6 15 24 21 55
email : cjmcom@yahoo.com

Hermes FLOREZ

Aymeric DJENGUE,
Hermès FLOREZ,
Pierre LOISELLE (interview JMA)
Great thanks to them
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